
☺

asks for location access 
to set closest origin 
airport

☺

cookie and newsletter 
message appears at the 
bottom 

☺

booking/renting 
sections clearly 
organised in tabs

☺

more options for 
alternative searching

☺

nice background slide-
show with mood images 
and offers



☹

can’t set dates without 
destination specified 
- user has to follow sequence

☺

clear calendar layout 
with one way option



☺

clear destinations list



☺

well designed main 
panel with button 
to swap origin and 
destination, reset for 
new search and flexible 
dates search

☺

clear passengers layout with options 
explained, relevant information is 
displayed in main panel



☹

Cognitive load - 
different travel fares 
explained in long list,
figuring out the 
differences needs 
concentration

☹

long row of icons 
doesn’t help user 
to learn about the 
differences in fares

☺

clearly laid out calendar 
with price, details, icons 
indicating outbound and 
return flight

😐

discount message bit 
random

☺

clearly laid out summary 
well designed date icon 
and good use of font 
styling

😐

new tab opened on 
search confirmation, 
original tab redirected to 
booking.com



😐

discount message 
follow up, why is it 
cheaper to add bags 
now?
no explanation

☹

“checked-in bag” option 
has to be checked in to 
continue even if user 
consciously chose 
cheapest fare with hand 
bags only, confusing 
user journey

☹

poorly executed passenger 
layout with vast areas of 
white space, user has to 
scroll a lot, there is no back 
button and user has to start 
from beginning if they want 
to change fare 



☹

2 “Book” links lead to 
different booking layout, 
poorly executed design 
update with old legacy web 
site 

☺

additional information in 
second row

☺

nice background slide-
show with mood images 
and offers



☹

2 “Book” links lead to 
different booking layout, 
poorly executed design 
update with old legacy web 
site 

☺

list of available airports 
appears when user 
types

😐

search form has all 
necessary fields but it’s 
not visually appealing

☹

calendar doesn’t 
indicate length of stay

☹

what is “jaw”



😐

summary frame is OK

☺

clear user journey 
progress bar 

☺

clear calendar bar

😐

unnecessary 
information displayed, 
layout could be more 
compact, this could be 
included in “Details” pop 
up

☺

fare options explained 
clearly

☹

3 fares for Economy 
and 2 fares for Business 
seem bit of an overkill, 
too much choice, 
cognitive overload 



☹

Barcelona set as 
origin automatically 
regardless my location

☺

clear search input box 
with easy access to 
other sections through 
tabs

☹

background video 
distracting



☺

list of available 
destinations narrows 
down as user types

☺

destinations list, 
calendar pop up after 
finishing previous step, 
good user journey

☹

calendar shows 3 
months from selected 
date, duration of stay 
not visible, calendar 
should centre to the 
journey



☺

page scrolls 
automatically to return 
after choosing outbound 
flight

☺

simple and clearly 
explained fare 
conditions

☺

clear fare choices

☺

one stop indication, icon 
and link

☹

progress bar stays 
on top of the page 
and disappears when 
scrolling 

😐

grid cells unnecessarily 
large, page could be 
shorter 



😐

header and image take 
most of the page

☺

simple and clear 
calendar showing 
duration of stay

☺

simple and clear search 
bar with wheelchair and 
groups links

☺

live chat

☹

bad design, list of 
stations is not fully 
visible and user 
has  to scroll down, 
this is completely 
unnecessary,
page works well on 
mobile on expense of 
desktop  



☺

clean and simple 
table makes it easy to 
understand train and 
fare details

☺

well designed layout as 
a single column with 
option to edit journey  
makes user journey 
straight forward☺

list of available trains 
collapses when user 
selected one, button to 
view all trains allows 
change

☺

clear calendar and icon 
indicating outbound-
return journey

☺

clearly explained fares

☺

journey summary slides 
up after selecting both 
trains


